Jewish Day School Participation in the Annual CIE/ISMI
One-Week Israel Enrichment Workshop
2000 - 2018

Fast Facts:
- 309 educators from 112 Jewish day schools
- 5 Countries (US, Canada, Mexico, Chile, Panama)
- 28 US States; 3 Canadian Provinces
- 986 total educators have participated in the annual CIE/ISMI workshops
- 33% of all participants have represented Jewish day schools

Participating Jewish Day Schools by Denominational Affiliations*:

* Does not include five Latin American Schools and two schools which have closed

**Some schools which identify as pluralistic or community follow an Orthodox ritual
Participating Jewish Day Schools Educators by Denominational Affiliations of their schools*

There have been 309 educators who have participated in the one-week workshop from 103 Jewish Day Schools in the United States and Canada which are still open as of July 2018.

Of the 309:

- 158 have worked in Non-Denominational/Community/Pluralistic Jewish day schools
- 67 have worked in Conservative Jewish day schools
- 44 have worked in Orthodox Jewish day schools
- 18 have worked in Reform Jewish day schools

**Demonstrated growth:**

- For the 2017 and 2018 CIE/ISMI Israel Enrichment Workshops, 21 schools sent participants to the workshop for the first time